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Information Retrieval

A typical formulation of information retrieval (IR) is to provide a (rank)
list of documents (keywords, user profiles, questions) given a query
(textual documents, information items, answers).
Generative approaches: generating documents from query terms
q → d or generating query terms from documents d → q.
Discriminative approaches: taking documents and queries jointly as
features to predict their relevancy or rank order labels q + d → r .
(Learning-to-Rank)
IRGAN combines both two schools of thinking using Generative
Adversarial Nets (GANs).
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IRGAN
Overall Objective

min max
θ

φ

N
X

(Ed∼ptrue (d|qn ,r ) [log D(d|qn )] + Ed∼pθ (d|qn ,r ) [log(1 − D(d|qn ))])

n=1

(1)
where the generative retrieval model G is written as pθ (d|qn , r ), the
probability of document d being relevant to query q which is given by the
sigmoid function D(d|q) = σ(fφ (q, d)).
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IRGAN
Generator

The generator’s conditional distribution is given by
exp(gθ (q, d)/τ )
,
j∈I exp(gθ (q, dj )/τ )

pθ (d|q, r ) = P

(2)

where gθ (q, d) is the scoring function and τ is the temperature parameter.
In this case, the generator simply ranks the documents in descending order
and selects the top ones.
Two functions gθ (q, d) and fφ (q, d) are task-specific.
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IRGAN
Training

φ is solved by maximizing the objective function using stochastic
gradient descent.
The sampling of d is discrete so policy gradient method is adapted to
solve θ. The objective function of the generator is denoted as J G (qn ).
5θ J G (qn ) = 5θ Ed∼pθ (d|qn ,r ) [log(1 + exp(fφ (d, qn )))]
1
∼
5θ log pθ (dk |qn , r ) log(1 + exp(fφ (dk , qn )))
=
K

(3)
(4)

where sampling approximation is performed. With the reinforcement
learning terminology, the term log(1 + exp(fφ (dk , qn ))) acts as the
reward for the policy pθ (d|qn , r ) taking an action d in the state qn .
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RankGAN
Overall Objective

RankGAN consists of a sequence generator G and a ranker R, where the R
can endow a relative rank among the sequences when given a reference.
min max Es∼Ph [log Rφ (s|U, C − )] + Es∼Gθ [log(1 − Rφ (s|U, C + ))]
θ

φ

(5)

where s ∼ Ph and s ∼ Gθ denote that s is from human-written sentences
and synthesized sentences, respectively. The U is the reference set used for
estimating relative ranks, and C + , C − are the comparison set with regard
to different input sentences s.
In this paper, the generative model is designed with LSTM.
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RankGAN
Ranker

The ranking score for a certain sentence s is given by
exp(γα(s|u))
0
s 0 ∈C 0 exp(γα(s |u))

P(s|u, C) = P

(6)

where the relevance score function α(s|u) is measured by cosine similarity
and γ shares the similar idea as the 1/τ in quation 2. The set
0
C = C ∪ {s} denotes the set of input sentences to be ranked.
The expected log ranking score computed for the input sentence s is
log Rφ (s|U, C) = Eu∈U log[P(s|u, C)]

(7)
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RankGAN
Training

φ is solved by maximizing the objective function using stochastic
gradient descent.
The synthetic data in text generation task is based on discrete
symbols, so policy gradient method is adopted to solve θ.
The existing sequence s1:t−1 = (w0 , w1 , ..., wt−1 ) is the current state,
the next token wt selected is an action sampling from the policy
pθ (wt |s1:t−1 ).
5θ Lθ (s0 ) = Es1:T ∼Gθ [

T X
X

5θ pθ (wt |s1:t−1 )Vθ,φ (s1:t , U)]

(8)

t−1 wt ∈V

where Vθ,φ (s1:t , U) is the expected future reward for partial sequences
and s0 is the first generated token w0 .
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Experimental Results
IRGAN

Experiments are conducted on 3 real-world applications, i.e., web search,
item recommendation, and question answering.
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Experimental Results
RankGAN

Figure: Learning curves of different methods on the simulation of synthetic data
with respect to different training epochs. Note that the vertical dashed line
indicates the end of the pre-training of PG-BLEU, SeqGAN and RankGAN.
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